
SalesForekast™ uses correlated sales history
with macroeconomic indicators as well as
projects sales for a company, division, 
or even a product line based on the
last five years of sales history. These
projections are valuable in several areas 
including understanding what drives aincluding understanding what drives a
business, budgetary planning, valuations, etc. 
Large consulting firms provide similar, more
customized services at significantly higher 
prices.

You could perform this style of reporting yourself, but SalesForekast™ allows clients to forego days of
tedious calculations and receive seasonally adjusted forecasts in a matter of seconds.

This SaaS model has been developed by Rahul KapuThis SaaS model has been developed by Rahul Kapur, Managing Director at Icon Investment
Partners, along with Guilford Group, an IT firm that delivers business driven software solutions. The 
model developed by Mr. Kapur is used by both public companies and private equity firms. 

SalesForekast™ develops a range of forecasted sales for up to three years in several ways:
1. Determines which of more than 30 macroeconomic indicators has a high correlation with 
company sales.

2. Correlates sales with those economic indicators to determine the best relationships, focusing on
the 4-6 highest correlated indicators.the 4-6 highest correlated indicators.

3. Uses future forecasts of the correlated indicators to develop forecasts for your sales.

4. Find the best fit for inherent sales trends based on the sales of a moving average that minimizes
seasonality impact. It is ideal for companies with a large, national customer base.

What is SalesForekast™?

“SaaS model, determines
which macroeconomic
indicators drive sales,
forecasts based on 
these as well as 
sales trends”

IDENTIFIES MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS DRIVING BUSINESS, 
VALIDATES INTERNAL REVENUE FORECASTS
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First, the software determines the top 30 or more different macroeconomic indicators that most closely correlate 
with your sales history. This in itself can be valuable insight into what drives your sales. These include GDP, 
Consumer Price Index, various measures of employment, capacity utilization, output for various sectors such as 
steel, motor vehicles, etc. To ensure accuracy, the tool automatically inputs the most recent quarterly data for 
each indicator and amends past data if there are updates. For a list of the indicators, their meanings, and 
sources used, see Appendix A.

Please note that special indicators important to your sales can be added if historical data is available.Please note that special indicators important to your sales can be added if historical data is available.

Then SalesForekast™ calculates the correlation of each indicator to historical quarterly sales and the four 
quarter moving average.The indicators with highest correlations, up to six, are then narrowed down by an iterative 
process that ensures each indicator is at least 95% significant (until all remaining indicators have a p value below  
0.05). This is important in ensuring that this results in the most accurate regression equations.  If a p value of 0.05 
or less is not available the software will go to 90% significance or a p value of 0.1.

Reliable forecasts for each indicator are then used to project sales via linear regression. Both a low (pessimistic) Reliable forecasts for each indicator are then used to project sales via linear regression. Both a low (pessimistic) 
and high (optimistic) projection are given to establish a range. Here the focus is on the core 80%-‐85% of the 
range determined. The results are then displayed numerically, as well as graphically.

The software provides forecasts for these macroeconomic indicators, allowing you to use your own 
forecasts for these, which allows you to look at sensitivities as well.

“BUILD CUSTOM ECONOMETRIC MODELS; JUST LIKE FORTUNE 100 COMPANIES, SUPPLEMENTING 
INTERNAL FORECASTING”

Correlation with Selected Macroeconomic Indicators

Sample
Output:
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Reasonable, 
Competitive 
Pricing Drives 

Value

Flexible Plans
Basic: $199/user/month
Corporate: $499/user/month 
Professional: $999/user/month

In addition to using macroeconomic data, SalesForekast™ also forecasts sales based strictly on past historical sales. 
The best-fit line using historical sales projects future sales by minimizing the error of past estimates against actual, 
historical data. The line is then extended three years into the future to show how sales should be expected to 
increase (or decrease) in a vacuum. The tool also produces a best-fit line using the four quarter moving average of 
sales, which is a similar process that uses less volatile inputs than the historical sales best-fit line. Again, these 
projections are shown numerically, as well as graphically.

FinallFinally, all methods are presented in a separate summary table and graph. The arithmetic average of all the results
is also included, which should be thought of as a “consensus of all methods” forecast. 

SalesForekast™ is a SaaS product and updates data automatically from the various sources outlined in the appendix. 
As new quarterly sales data is available and entered, all tables and graphs will update, providing you with the new 
forecast range.

Our team of forecasting experts can train you to run the software or can be contracted to manage it for you. Guilford 
Group can provide custom reports on the forecasts with additional insight. Sample reports are available upon request.

Pricing is very competitive, especially compared to national consultants.Pricing is very competitive, especially compared to national consultants. This enables quarterly use for the company 
or any division or product line and can be used by investment groups that review numerous potential investments.

Projections Based on Sales History

Conclusions

Pricing
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For more information, contact Guilford Group

Guilford Group has over 20 years of experience providing expertise in Project 
Management, Staffing Management, and Software Solutions for businesses.

  Focused on business driven software solutions to generate revenue, contain costs, and manage capital

  Deep capabilities in business improvement, mobile technologies, and custom web applications

  Overall industry focus is Transportation/Trucking, Logistics/Warehousing, Industrial and Manufacturing

    Customer base includes Fortune 500 companies

  Over 30 associates in the USA with offshore sourcing capabilities to flex resources as needed

  Headquartered in Carmel, Indiana (Indianapolis)

Rahul Kapur has over 35 years of successful business experience. He works actively with 
Icon Investment Partners and their portfolio companies in strategy development, M&A,  new 
product development, restructuring, geographic expansion, etc. Recent investments include 
Victor Technologies, Chromalox, and Porex.

Rahul has advised companies on sales forecasting processes and modeling for many years, 
has led numerous projects, and performed analysis based on these models for Porex and 
VVictor Technologies. SalesForekast™ has been developed based on his expertise.

Rahul has served on a number of boards, including Innovolt, Smarter Remarketer, Pyrox, 
Con-space, WorkHere, and Guilford Group. Rahul worked with Aearo Technologies, Dow 
Chemical, and Unilever. In addition, Rahul holds a degree in engineering as well as an MBA.

The Person Behind
the Model

Rahul Kapur
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Macroeconomic
Indicator Description of Indicator Data Source

Low Forecast
Source

High Forecast
Source

Appendix A: Macroeconomic Indicator List
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Appendix A: Macroeconomic Indicator List

Macroeconomic
Indicator Description of Indicator Data Source

Low Forecast
Source

High Forecast
Source
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Appendix A: Macroeconomic Indicator List

Macroeconomic
Indicator Description of Indicator Data Source

Low Forecast
Source

High Forecast
Source
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Appendix A: Macroeconomic Indicator List

Macroeconomic
Indicator Description of Indicator Data Source

Low Forecast
Source

High Forecast
Source

Additional Indicators Are Added on a Continual Basis
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